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A study is made of a special type of C*-dynamical system, consisting of a class 
n”, uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebra, a compact Lie group, and a natural product 
action of G on (Z by *-automorphisms. In particular, a simple class of represen- 
tations of the fixed point algebra QG is examined, those induced by restrictions of 
pure product states of a. Suffcient conditions are obtained for (1) irreducibility 
and (2) unitary equivalence of such (irreducible) representations, in the case of an 
arbitrary compact Lie group G with continuous unitary representation in Cc”. These 
are used to produce necessary and sufficient conditions when G = lJ( 1) or 
G = SU(2) acts by a product-type conjugation on the class 2” algebra. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
Here we study a special kind of C*-dynamical system (Q, G, a) consisting 
of a uniformly hyperfinite (UHF), class nco C*-algebra (see [lo] and 
Section 2), a compact Lie group G, and a natural product action a of G on 
6Y by *-automorphisms. The primary goal is to examine representations of 
the approximately finite (AF) (see [5]) fixed-point algebra Cpt’, via a simple 
class of states: those which are restricted pure product states of csl itself (see 
Section 2). Specifically, given a pure product state w  on @, we consider its 
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G-average W, and its restriction aG = w  ] 6YG = 6 ] QG. The basic questions 
are those asked in [3,4, 19, 21, 221: (1) when is uG pure, i.e., when will mG 
induce i n irreducible representation of OZG, and (2) given two such states w  i , 
w2 with pure restrictions wf, wf, when is cc? -L1 cc:, i.e., when will wf, 0: 
induce lnitarily equivalent representations? For a finite group G, such 
questions are straightforwardly answered; here the study proceeds by 
singling out certain stability subgroups associated with a given product state 
w, as v/e11 as central elements in the representation induced by 6 (see 
Section 3). This analysis leads to some partial results for a system (0, G, a) 
with a an no0 UHF C*-algebra, G any compact Lie group with continuous 
unitary representation in C”, and a a product-type conjugation as in 
Section !. These are subsequently used to obtain necessary and sutIicient 
conditions (for purity and unitary equivalence of restrictions) in two special 
cases arising in mathematical physics: in the first instance fl is class 2” 
UHF, G = U(l), and a is the well-known gauge action (see [4,5, 121 and 
Section .i); in the second, fl is again 2” UHF, G = SU(2), and a is a 
product of conjugations built from the identity representation of G (see 
Section :i). Here, M may be interpreted as the full algebra of observables for 
an infin te lattice of quantum mechanical (spin-f) spins, and aPIG as those 
observatlles conserving a single component of total spin-angular momentum, 
or total spin-angular momentum, in the cases G = U(1) and G = SU(2), 
respectively. Specifically, the infinitesimal generators of a ] a,,, z 
M(2”, C) c 0’ may be chosen to correspond to the self-adjoint element 
associated with the appropriate observable for the first m spins, and a: can 
be delirud as the set of all elements in 0, commuting with these generators. 
For rzference purposes, the diagrams for the two fixed-point algebras 
described above are included in Fig. 1. 
This vrork may be considered a natural extension of [2-4, 19, 21, 221; the 
techniqu:s and results therein are relied upon heavily. We note that a related 
study wls undertaken in [ 11. Finally, the fixed point algebra for SU(2) 
described in Section 5 arises in another context: the analysis of subfactors of 
ZZ, factors (see [ 131). 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
2.1. C*-4lgebra 
Let n be a fixed positive integer and 9 = M(n, Cc) the algebra of complex 
n X n mitrices. Set 9 p x 9 for all p E N = ( 1,2, 3 ,... } and fl,,, = @,“=, ..58,, z 
M(n”, C) for all m E N. Ignoring dependence on n, we denote by fX the 
associated (UHF) C*-algebra (see [lo]): i.e., @ = U,“=i @,. 
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2.2. Automorphisms of Product Type 
Let G be a compact Lie group with a continuous unitary representation @: 
G 3 g + U, E 9. Fixing matrix units F,, f $” for 9, .5?,,, respectively and 
isomorphisms y,: 9 3 F, + f I/“’ E BP we denote by Ad,, a:,) the *- 
automorphisms of 9, SP defined by the formulas 
Ad,(X) = &XV,* VXE9, gEG 
a?‘(x) = u~)xu~)* VxE+ gEG, 
where up’ = yP(U,), having suppressed the dependence on yP and @. We may 
construct *-automorphisms a1 of 0 as follows: if x =x, Ox, @ ... @ 
x, E O,,, set a,(x) = nm-, ay’(x,) and extend to (1) all of O,, (2) 
u,“=,a,, (3) a=* * m-L a m the obvious way. In this instance we write 
a8 = @,“= 1 a?‘, using the same symbol to denote the extension; in accord 
with [9] these will be referred to as automorphisms of product type. Finally, 
note that a: G + Aut(a) and Ad: G + Aut(S) are point-norm continuous 
representations of G as *-automorphisms of fl and 9, respectively, i.e., the 
triples (a, G, a) and (.5T’, G, Ad) are C*-dynamical systems (see [ 161). 
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2.3. Fixt,d Point C*-Subalgebra 
We shall denote the fixed point algebra associated with a: G + Aut(ed) by 
the symtol a’, that is, 
0” = (x E a: a,(x) =x, Vg E G). 
(In the st quel we shall focus on one fixed representation g + U, -+ ag for each 
group G under consideration.) It is easy to see that GZE is a (linite- 
dimensio lal) C*-subalgebra of 01,) and, as ag is of product type, (3’ is in 
fact an AF (see [5]) C*-subalgebra of G?. 
2.4. Stats of Product Type and Related Representations 
Given states w,, of ~3~ we may construct a state o of 0’ as follows: if 
x=x, @ *** @ x, E M, set w(x) = np”=, wP(xP) and extend to (1) Q’,, (2) 
u,“=, fl,,9 (3) =u:=* Qml in the obvious way. In this instance we write 
using the same symbol to denote the extension. In accord with [ 171 we shall 
refer to these as states of product type, or more briefly, product states. Our 
particular interest shall be in some states associated with w  and (Q’, G, a), 
namely, .uG = 0 ) 6??‘, the restriction of o to the fixed point algebra, 
6 = j, o o a, dp( g), a suitable G-average of w, with p denting normalized 
Haar messure on the compact Lie group G, and ws =,u(S)-’ I, w  o ag dp(g), 
where S c: G is p-measurable with nonzero measure. Finally, given two states 
of a parti:ular C*-algebra (in the sequel these will generally be of the types 
described above) we denote by (n,, &,f,), (27,,&,&) the corresponding 
Gelfand-Naimark-Segal representations, writing w, -,, w2 when the 
associatec representations are unitarily equivalent, and w, b o, when the 
associatec representations are disjoint (i.e., no nontrivial unitarily equivalent 
subreprescntations). 
2.5. Accumlation Points Associated with States of Product Type 
Given 1 product state w  = @,“=, cop of W, we shall have occasion to 
identify t,le states op on BP, p E IN, with states of one matrix algebra, 
namely, A? = M(n, C). Specifically, the isomorphisms yp: 9p + 9 of Section 
2.2 yield ;t sequence {wp o y,}T=, contained in (.%‘*),, the closed unit ball in 
the dual ,,f 9. Since (3?*), is compact in, e.g., the uniform topology, it 
follows that the sequence has at least one accumulation point. That is, there 
exists a subsequence {o,, o y,,}p” , and a pE (.9*)[ such that 
lI~pio~p,--~II+O as p-+ 00; in general such accumulation points will be 
denoted b J the symbol p, appropriately subscripted. 
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2.6. Pure States of Product Type 
Here the focus will be on product states w  which are pure, and their 
restrictions WC, which are not necessarily pure, as we shall see. Note that if 
w  = OF=, wP is pure, then oP (and wg o 7,) are pure for all p E N; i.e., a 
pure product state is necessarily a product of pure states. Thus, we denote by 
eP the unique rank one projection in gP such that w,(e,,) = 1; note that eP 
may be defined by the formula C+,(X) = Tr(e,x) for all x E 9,. Finally, if 
II wpi o YPi - P II + 0 as i+ co, it follows that p is also a pure state of 9, and 
we denote by E the unique rank one projection in 9 such that p(E) = 1. 
2.1. Stability Groups Associated with States of Product Type 
Given (a, G, a) as in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, and a product state 
w  = @,“=, wP on O’, we make the following definitions: 
Hz(m)= 
I 
gEG: g Ilw,0a~‘-w,1l*<~ , 
p=1 I 
H,(w)=(gEG:Ilw,oa~‘-o,II~Oasp-,oo}, 
suppressing the dependence on a. 
It is easy to check that H(w), H,(w), and H,(w) are subgroups of G and 
{e) G H(w) G H,(w) c H,( w  ), w  h ere e E G is the identity element. We shall 
refer to H(o) and H,(w) as the stability and asymptotic stability subgroups 
for w, respectively; due to Theorem 4.8, H*(W) will be called the unitary 
equivalence subgroup for CO. As H,(w) will be of particular interest in the 
analysis to follow, we finally remark that this group may be viewed as a 
stability subgroup for the accumulation points of the sequence 
(w, 0 y,)F=, c (B*), (see Lemma 3.4). 
2.8. Coset Spaces and Haar Measure 
Let G be a compact Lie group and H s G a closed subgroup. As in 
Section 2.4, we denote by p the associated (normalized) Haar measure; 
moreover, we write 71: G + H\G for the canonical projection map, and v for 
the canonical projection of the measure p onto H\G (see, e.g., [23]). Finally, 
when there is no cause for confusion, we shall use the same symbol to denote 
a general group element and its corresponding right coset: e.g., g E G or 
gEH\G. 
For further details concerning the notation and definitions outlined above, 
the reader is urged to consult the references. 
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3. PURE PRODUCT STATES AND A CENTRAL DECOMPOSITION 
In this section we study 6, a G-averaged version of the pure product 
state w  =: Q,“=, wp on 6I!, as a means of obtaining conditions for the purity 
of gG = w  I@. The idea is to show that & centrally decomposes (in the 
sense of Theorem 3.18) over an appropriate coset space of G. The relevant 
subgroup here (and in Section 4) is H,(W) ( see Section 2.7); it is examined in 
Lemmas 3.1-3.4. For convenience, we prove 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be an index set, S = {E,: 1 E A) cM(n, C) a set of 
rank cne Hermitiun projections, and S’ = {A E M(n, C): E,A = 
AE, VA Ci A}, the relative commutant of S in M(n, C). Let U(n) c M(n, C) 
denote tire group of unitary n x n matrices and U(S) = U(n) n 23’. Then 
there is LI fured orthonormal basis & ,..., c&, for Fen such that U(S) consists of 
the (unitcvy) n x n matrices of the form 
/ 
L 
c 
0 I V n-k 
where 
(1) &Y-Y tk(k < n), f orm an orthonormal basis for 3 = span(S), 
(2) V,-k is an arbitrary (n -k) X (n - k) unitary block, and 
(3) ai,= ai2 if there is an E, such that E,&, # 0 and E,& # 0, 
1<i,#i,,<k,IEA. 
ProoJ For each 1 E A, choose a unit vector qA in the range of E,, and 
set X =: span{q,: A E A} = span(S). Now if U E U(S), by detinition 
UE, = E,, U and it follows that E, U’ = U*E,, VA E A; hence X and X1 
are invar ant subspaces for U, i.e., U splits into a direct sum of unitaries on 
X and ;r’. Certainly, V,-, is a unitary (n - k) x (n - k) block, and every 
unitary (.t - k) x (n - k) matrix appears as we run over U(S) = U(n) n S’, 
giving (2). Now note that U, V E U(S) and L E A implies Uq, = b,t], and 
Vq, = cA vA for some b,, cA E C; consequently, {U) 3’: U E U(S)} is a 
commuta:ive group of k x k unitaries. It follows that there is an orthonormal 
basis t; , ,. ., ck for X which simultaneously diagonalizes this set; completing 
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this to an orthonormal basis of C” gives (1). Finally, if Uq = bq and 
?,I=CC,& we have 
=c,a,*b=a, if Ci # 0. 
suppressing the 9 subscripts. Hence, for all U E U(S), a,, = ai*, if there is an 
VA such that (tlA, &,) # 0 and (tin, &,) # 0, or equivalently, an E, such that 
E,c,, # 0 and E,& # 0, giving (3). I 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S c (.9*)1 be an arbitrary set of pure states of the 
algebra 9 = M(n, C). Let U E U(n) and V(S) = {U E U(n): p(U . U*) = 
p, tip E S), the unitary stability subgroup for S. Then V(S) = U(S), where 
(1) on the right-hand side, S is identified with the corresponding set of rank 
one Hermitian projections in 9, and (2) U(S) is as in Lemma 3.1. 
Proof. Let U E V(S), p E S, and E, be the projection corresponding to p, 
i.e., p(X) = Tr(E,X), VX E 9. By definition of V(S), p(X) = p(UXU*) and 
Tr(E,X) = Tr(U*E, UX), VX E 9, so E, = U*E, U. Thus, for each p E S 
we have E, U = UE, or U E U(S), so V(S) c U(S). Now if U E U(S) we 
have UE, = E, U, Vp E S and p(UXU*) = Tr(U*E, UX) = Tr(E,X) = p(X), 
VX E 9, which gives U(S) s V(S). I 
LEMMA 3.3. Let S c (9*)l and V(S) be as in Lemma 3.2. Let G be a 
group with unitry representation @: G 3 g + U, E 9, and 
H(S) = V(S) n ‘B(G), 
the stability subgroup for S in 9(G). Then there is a finite set S, s S such 
that H(S,) = H(S). 
Proof. From the definitions and Lemma 3.2, we need only show that 
there is a finite set S, E S such that U(S,) = U(S). Certainly, if 
dim(span(S)) = k, it is possible to choose a set S, = {E,, Ez,..., Ek} E S of k 
rank one projections such that dim(span(S,)) = k. Identifying H(S,) with the 
matrices of Lemma 3.1, we first note that if S, E S, s S, we have 
span(S,) = span(S,) and it follows that each U, E H(S,) also decomposes 
into a direct sum of a k x k (diagonal) unitary with an (arbitrary) (n - k) x 
(n - k) unitary. Hence, H(S,) s H(S,), and strict containment occurs only 
when the diagonal block is reduced, i.e., when S, contains a projection E 
requiring a,, = a,*, 1 < i, # i, < k (see Lemma 3.1(3)) and S, does not. Since 
any such projection decreases the number of possible further reductions by 
one, we can choose a finite set S, s S, (with at most 2k - 1 elements) such 
that U(S,) = U(S). 1 
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LEM~.A 3.4. Let (a, G, a), 9, and yp be as in 2.2, w = a,“=, op be a 
pure pryduct states of @, and S be the set of accumulation points of 
(co, o y, .Tzl c (..9*),. Let H,(w) c G and H(S) c G be the asymptotic 
stability subgroup for w (see Section 2.7) and the stability subgroup for S 
(see Lemma 3.3), respectively. Then there is a finite set S, s S .such that 
H(S ,) = H(w). 
Proof By Lemma 3.3, it is sufficient to show H(S) = H,(o). To this 
end, suppose g E H(S) and g 4 H,(w). Then there is an E > 0 such that for 
any pos tive integer N, there is an integer p > N with Ilop 0 a:’ - w,,ll> E. It 
follows that IJ~~oa~‘oy,-w,oy,ll=Ilw,oy,oAd,-w,oy,JI~& where 
Ad,(X) := U,XU,* VX E 9p, g E G. Letting N + co we can construct a 
subsequl:nce {wp, o y,,,} y=, satisfying the corresponding inequalities; since this 
subsequence is contained in (A?*), there is a (norm) convergent sub- 
subsequence wi,, o yp, + p, and it follows that J/p o Ad, - p(I > E. By definition 
we have p E S, and by hypothesis p o Ad, = p giving a contradiction; thus 
g E H,(U) and H(S) c H,(o). N ow suppose g E H,(w); if p E S there is a 
(norm) c:onvergent subsequence wpi o r,, -t p. Hence, 
lb -P OAdgll = lb - wpi 0 ~p,ll + Il(y,, - w,,, 0 a:pi)) 0 rp,ll 
+ IIwpi 0 a:,i’o yp,-p 0 Ad,lJ, 
and the hypotheses together with the relations a?’ o ypi = ypi o Adp give 
p = p o ri d, in the limit as i + co. Thus g E H(S) and H,(w) E H(S). 1 
In De’inition 3.5 Lemmas, 3,8 and 3.9, and Proposition 3.7, the aim is to 
produce elements in the center of fi(Gsl)n, where fi is the 
Gelfand--Naimark-Segal representation associated with the state 
6 = *fG c 1 o ag dp( g) of CPI, as in Section 2.4. First we give 
DEFIAITION 3.5. Let 15?, AY’,, 9 be as in Section 2.1, w  = C,“, wp a 
pure product state of cpl, ypb: A+‘+ 9p as in Section 2.2, and S = {p,,...,pr} c 
(A?*), t e a finite set of accumulation points of {w, 0 r,},“=, satisfying 
H(S) = pi, as in Lemma 3.4. We define disjoint subsequence {Oi, }r=, c 
{o,},“=, . k = l,..., r, such that IIcup,~ o r,,, -pkll + 0 as i, + co, and /or each 
n E N, c xresponding elements 
where Vi E n\l, e, E 2, is the rank one projection satisfying w,(e,) = 1 and e, 
is identified with 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let (0, G, a) and (9, G, Ad) be as in Section 2.1 and 2.2, 
w  = @,“==, wp a.pure product state of a, pk and N,(n) as in Definition 3.5, 
k = l,..., r, and n E N. Then 
(9 IINk(n)ll G 1, 
(ii) [N,,(n), N,,(m)]- = 0, k,, k, = l,..., r and n,, E IN, 
(iii) )( [x, N,(n)] _ ]( + 0 as n + co, Vx E GPI, 
(iv) lim,,, QJ 0 Q+‘,(n)) = ok 0 Ad,@,), Vg E G, 
where E, E 9 is the rank one projection such that pk(Ek) = 1, 
(v) 0 < w  0 a&N,(n) N,(m)) --0 0 a,(N,(n)) UJ 0 @V,(m)) < l/N 
VgEG ifn>m. 
ProoJ Since l]ej]] = 1, Vj E N and [e,,, ei,] _ = 0, Vj,, j, E N, (i) and (ii) 
follow directly from the definitions. For (iii), it is sufficient to show the limit 
is zero for all x E (2,; since N,(n) = (m/n) N,(m) + (N,(n) - (m/n) N,(m)), 
Vn > m and (N,(n) - (m/n) N,(m)) commutes with x E G?,,,, we conclude 
lim,,,[x, N,(n)] = lima-too[x, (m/n) N,(m)] = 0. To obtain (iv) first note 
that if limi+co I( wj o 7, -pII = 0 and Ej, E are the rank one projections such 
that Wj 0 y/(Ej) = 1 = p(E), then limj+co ]I Ej - El/ = 0. Thus we have 
Wj 0 dF’(ej) = 0~0 rj 0 Ad@,) + p 0 Ad,(E) as j + co, from the definitions 
and previous observations. Hence 
w 0 a,(Nk(n)) = f *$, qJlk O a&J + Pk O Ad,@,) 
as n + co, since the arithmetic means must also converge to the limit. For 
(v), we set n>m, N(m+ l,n>=N(n)-(m/n)N(m)=(l/n)~:i”=,+,ej 
(suppressing subscripts), and calculate 
w(W) N(m)) - NW)) w(N(m)) 
=: [w(N(m)‘) - o(N(m))‘] + o(N(m + 1, n) N(m)) 
-NW + 1, n)) o(N(m)) 
= t [w(N(m)‘) - o(N(m))*] 
=& 2 w(ekel)- 2 
[ 
dek) del) 
k.l= I k.l=l 1 
2 m(ek)- 2 w(ek)’ 
k=l k=l 1 = $ k$, dek)(’ - w(ek)) 
560/50/2-S 
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using the product property of w, i.e., o(e,e,) = o(e,) w(e,) if I # s. Now note 
0 < w(ek I < 1 so 0 < w(ek)( 1 - w(ek)) < $ and thus 0 < w(iV(n) N(m)) - 
w(N(n)) -u(N(m)) < 1/4n. Finally, replacing o by w  0 a8 amounts to 
substituting the rank one projections fj = ai” for ej above, and since 
wdf,f,) q : WV;) wcfS), r # s, the same inequality results. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let (a, G, a) be as in Section 2.1 and 2.2, o a pure 
product ;tate of Q?, 6 = j, co o ab dp( g) as in Section 2.4, @,R,f) the 
Gelfand-Naimark-Segal representation associated with 6, and N,,(n) as in 
Definitio,l 3.5, k = l,..., r, and n E IA. Then fi(N,(n)) converges strongly to a 
limit Tk E fi(O!)” n i?(a)’ as n + oo, for each k = l,..., r. 
Proof: We begin by computing 
Il(~~N,(n))-~(Nk(m))fII' =~Wk(n)2 +N&O* -2WWU~N 
=A+B+C+D, 
where 
A = i G OJ 0 a,(Ndn)‘) - (w 0 a,UWN)* 6(s), 
B = I w 0 a,(Nk(m)*) - (0 0 a,Vk(m)))* 4(g), 
c=r2j w 0 a,(WO NhN 
- UJ~ a,(Nk(n)) w 0 a,(Wm)) 4W9 
D = I (w 0 a,Wdn)) - w 0 a,OUmN)* 44s). 
Now fx n > M, Lemma 3.6(v) yields 
while Lemma 3.6(iv) implies that, for any E > 0 we may make D < E for 
sufficiently large m. Consequently, c(N,(n))f is a_ Cauchy sequence and 
Lemma 3.6(iii) gives D(N,(n)) D(x) f + n(x) D(N,(n)) f as n + 00, 
Vx E lJ;‘=, Q, and hence Vx E @. It follows that, as n + 00, @N,(n)) 
converge ; strongly to an operator Tk E fi(U)” n n(U)‘. 1 
Now ti is straightforwardly rewritten as a coset space integral in 
LEMM.~ 3.8. Let (GV, G, a) and ti be as in Proposition 3.7. Let 
H = H(a ) s G be the stability subgroup of w as in Section 2.7, H\G = 
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{Hg: g E G) be the right coset space of G module H, and u be the canonical 
projection of normalized Haar measure on H\G as in Section 2.8. Then for 
fixed x E a, o o a,(x): G + C is constant on cosets, and we have 
G(x) = j 
H\G 
w  0 a&) Wg), VXECT, 
where the symbol w  o a,(x) is again used for the corresponding function on 
H\G- 
Proof. For fixed x E (2 the function f,(g) = o 0 a,(x) is constant on 
right cosets, as w  o ah&x) = w  o a,(x), Vh E H. Thus, using the above 
notation, the formula Ic w  o a,(x) dp( g) = IHB w  o a,(x) dv( g), follows 
directly from the definition of the canonical projection of a measure. 1 
In Lemma 3.9 and 3.10, we shall use the operators ‘Tk of Proposition 3.7 
and the group action to generate a subset of fi(U)” which will eventually be 
shown strongly dense in the center (see Proposition 3.13 and Theorem 3.18), 
given H(w) = H,(w). In Section 5 we shall see that this hypothesis may be 
dropped. First we need a standard and elementary result. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let (0, G, a), ~5, (fi, X’, f) be as in Proposition 3.7, fix 
g E G, and set 
~,W)f=~(a,Wlf, vxea. 
Then Vg E G 
(i) W, may be extended to a unitary on o?? 
(ii) the formula 
T,(g) = Wg T, W,* 
defines a central element in fi(ol)“, with Tk as in Proposition 3.7, k = l,..., r. 
Proof Since Haar measure is invariant under translations, ti o aR = 6, 
Vg E G, and it easily follows that W, is norm preserving on the dense set 
{fi(x)f: x E a), yielding (i). Thus the map Ad:(-) = W, . Wz is strongly 
contin_uous on -B(dtp), and since Ad:@(x)) = @a,(x)), we conclude 
A<(ZZ(@J) = n(fl)fl. F_inally, if Q En(@)’ and x E fl we have 
W,S W,*n(x) W, Wz = n(x) W,F W,* as W,*fi(x) W=(Z n(U)” from the 
above observations. Consequently, Ad: maps n(n)” n n(a)’ into itself, and 
T,(g) is therefore central for each k = l,..., r, and g E G. m 
Remark. In the language of [S], (Z’, fi, IV) is a covariant representation 
of the C*-dynamical system (0, G, a). 
LEMMA 3.10. Let (aC, G, a), w, c& (fi,X,f) be as in Proposition 3.7, 
Tk( g) as in Lemma 3.9(ii), pk, E,, and Ad as in Lemma 3.6, k = l,..., r. 
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Suppose P is a real polynomial in r variables. Then Vx E a and 
g, ,..a, g, 63 G, 
X fit4 W-,tg,L Tr(g,))f) 
= . w 0 a,(x) P@, 0 Adgg,Wv,Pr 0 ~dg,lt~,N 4(g). I 
-G 
Moreove *, suppressing the variables, we have 
1,~ 0 a,(x) Pt g) 44 g) = j 
m 
0 0 a&) Pt g) d4 g), 
where H. H\G, and v are as in Lemma 3.8, and the same symbols are used 
for the corresponding cosets, and functions on cosets space. 
ProoJ Clearly, it is sufficient to obtain this formula for all x E U,,, @I,; 
given x EI 01, and N,(n) as in Lemma 3.6 we note 
using the product property of w, and Lemma 3.6(i) and (iv). Now we shall 
prove Lemma 3.10 by induction on the degree of P: if deg(P) = 0 (i.e., 
P = al, v*ith a E IR and Z the identity operator the desired equality is trivial; 
thus, we assume the result for polynomials P, of degree n and consider a 
polynom al P,, 1 in r real variables x,,...,xt. First note that there are 
polynom als Qk satisfying 
p,, ,tx, ,***9 %)=a+ i xkQk7 
k=L 
where deg(Q,) < n and a E IR, so without loss of generality we may verify 
the formlda for a polynomial of the form 
p,,, 1(x, ,***, x,) = xkp,(x, V*-*, Xr), 
where 1 :; k < r and deg(P,) = n. Thus we compute 
df, fib> .=,,V,(g,L Trtgr)) Tk(gk)f) 
=Jz,ti fitxagkNk(m))) P,V,(gA-7 Tr(g,))f) 
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using the induction hypothesis, and our first observation. Finally, if 
h E H(o), we have w  0 a,,# = o o ag and p o Ad,,, = p o Ad,, so the coset 
space integral equality follows. 1 
DEFINITION 3.11. Let G and a be as in Section 2.2, pk, E, as in Lemma 
3.6, k = l,..., r, and suppose P is a real polynomial in r variables x1 ,..., x,. 
We define the (real valued) functions P = P( g, ,..., g,} on G by the formulas 
P(g) = p@, 0 agg,(EIL p, 0 a,,lEN, 
where g, ,..., g, E G. 
DEFINITION 3.12. We define @ to be the algebra of real valued functions 
on G generated by the P{ g ,,..., g,}, where g ,,..., g, E G are arbitrary, P is 
any polynomial in I variables, and r is as in Definition 3.11. 
Noting p(hg) = P(g), tlh E H,, we may consider $J? to be an algebra of 
functions on H,\G, as in 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let (a, G, a), w, and H, = H,(o) be as in Sections 
2.2, 2.6, and 2.1, respectively. Then @ separates points of H,\G. 
Proof: Let S, = {p ,,..., p,} be a finite set of accumulation points of 
{wP o y,};?, c (A?*), such that H(S,) = H, (see Lemma 3.4) and E, be the 
rank one projection satisfying pk(Ek) = 1, k = l,..., r. Then if 
pk o Adg(Ek) =pk(Ek) = 1 for k = l,..., r, we conclude g E H,. Now set 
m , ,***, x,) = x,x2 * * * 
given by the formulas 
x, and consider the functions P{ go’,..., g;‘} = pg, 
Then we have 0 < p,,(g) < 1 and pg:,,( g) = 1 only if g = hgO, where h E H,. 
Since the constant function P(g) = 1 is also in %?, it follows that this algebra 
separates points of H,\G. 1 
LEMMA 3.14. The mapping I-z @ 
formula T(F{ g 
+ f!(R)” nff(@)’ defined by the 
1 ,..., g,}) = P(T,(g,), T,(g,) ,..., T,(g,)) is a real i&morphism 
into the center and order preserving in the sense that 
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Proof. Clearly, Z is real linear and preserves products; since the T,(g) 
are central by Lemma 3.9(ii), it is a real isomorphism into the center. Now 
Lemma 1;. 10 gives dr; n(x) Z(p)f) = J, w  0 a,(x) p(g) 4(g), Vx E Q’, and 
if P(g)2 0, VgE G we have 
= - 0 0 a&x*x) P( g) u)(g) 2 0. ! G 
It follows -that Z(p) > 0, as {fi(x)f: x E &!} is dense in .A?, recalling 6 
induces (ZZ,R,f). Further, the integral formula also yields Z(p’) < 
r((lPII*) == llPll* Z, where }lZjII * is the obvious constant function, and Z is the 
identity cperator on 3. Since P is real and the Tk( g) are central, it follows 
that Z(P“ * = Z(p). Thus ljPll* > II@)* II = IIT(P)IJ* using the above obser- 
vations, i.nd we conclude lIZ(p < l/Pll. I 
THEOREM 3.15. Let (Q, G, a) be the C*-dynamical system described in 
Sections 2.1 and 2.2, o a pure product state of GPI as in Section 2.6, cZ its G- 
average (!s in Section 2.4, (fi,Z’,f) then Gel&and-Naimark-Segal represen- 
tation associated with c3, H, = H,(w) s G, H = H(w) G G the asymptotic 
stability crnd stability subgroups for w as in Section 2.1, H\G the right coset 
space of G module H, and p, v normalized Haar measure on G and its 
canonical projection on H\G as in Section 2.8. Let M,(H\G) be the a.e. 
bounded real valued measurable functions on H\G, S E WG be v- 
measurat le, xs the corresponding characteristic function, and SC denote the 
relative l:omplement of S in G. Suppose H = H,. Then the following 
statements hold: 
(i) for all h E M,(H\G) the formula 
df, fitx) @Of) = jH,G W w o %@) W) 
defines ar operator r(h) in the center of fi(0’)“; in particular &) is a 
central prnojection, and 
(ii) the measure v is subcentral in the sense that, for all S such that 
v(S) # 0 2nd v(S’) # 0, 
Proof Since the mapping Z of Lemma 3.14 is norm continuous, we may 
extend it to the completion of @. By Proposition 3.13,@ separates points; as 
G is com>act, H\G is compact in the inherited topology, and it follows from 
the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that the completion consists of all continuous 
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functions on H\G. Furthermore, Z is order preserving (see Lemma 3.14), and 
the standard arguments involving monotone increasing sequences of 
continuous functions show that Z may be further extended to M,(H\G); we 
use the symbol r may be further extende to M,(H\G); we use the symbol Z 
for this extension. Thus, given a v-measurable set S s H\G and the 
corresponding characteristic function xs, it follows directly that 
v; fi(x) r(Xs)f> = j; CfJ 0 a,(x) dv( g), vx E Gf 
and, since &,) is the weak limit of central elements, it is central. Setting 
E(S) =&J we observe that Z-E(S) = E(SC) from the definitions, and 
arguing as in [6, Lemma 4.1.191 it is easily seen that E(S) is a projection, 
completing (i). Finally yields 
and 
VW- I, w 0 a,(x) dv(g) = dr; fi(x)(Z - E(S))f), 
hence (ii) follows from [6, Lemma 4.2.81. 1 
Remark. One may straightforwardly check that the mapping H\G 2 S + 
E(S) E fi(fl)l, n fi(fl)l implicit in the above proof is a projection valued 
measure on H\G, i.e., (i) E(0) = 0, E(G) = Z, (ii) E(S) E(T) = E(S n Z’), and 
(iii) if S = Uz r S,, then E(U ;= I S,) + E(S) strongly as n + co. 
The following result is an adaptation of [4, Theorem 6.131 which serves 
two purposes: it yields the purity of W’ given Z-Z,,(w) = H(w) (see Theorem 
3.17), and allows us to extend r (in an obvious way) to a *-isomorphism 
onto the center of fi(G?)lr (see Theorem 3.18). 
THEOREM 3.16. Following the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 3.15, 
let p be a positive linear functional on ~2 satisfying 
p<O=j 
H\G 
w o ag dv( g). 
Then there is a function h E M,(H\G) such that 
P= I H\G 
4 g) OJ 0 Q, 4 g), 
where 0 Q h(g) Q 1 a.e. 
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Proof. Given g E G, a positive integer n, and E > 0 we first observe there 
is a Haar measurable set S = S, containing g with sufficiently small measure 
to guarantee that 
(1) 
where ws = y(S)-’ js 0 0 ag &(g), and 
II@%, - q,) I @II I < E, vg,, g, E s. (2) 
Indeed, f jr fixed x E fl,, w  o a,(x) is clearly continuous in the local G 
coordinatzs (recall G is a Lie group), and sicne 011, is finite dimensional, we 
can guarimtee the norm differences to be small. In particular, given local 
coordinatzs y,(g),..., y,(g) and E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that the set 
S, = I g’ E G: f lydg) -y,W12 < 6 k=l 
satisfies (1) and (2). Now the collection of all such S, form an open cover of 
G, and s rice G is compact, there is a finite subcover. Taking appropriate 
complements and intersections, we may produce a finite collection of disjoint 
Haar me,uurable sets S 1 ,..., S, with UT= 1 Si = G that satisfy (1) and (2). 
Thus, applying the canonical projection 7~: G + H\G, we obtain a similar 
cover n(Y,),..., K(S,,,) for H\G satisfying the coset versions of (1) and (2): 
note that wh, = og, Vg E G and h E H = H(o), as the latter is the stability 
subgroup for w. Now arguing as in [4,6.9, 6.12, and 6.131, if p Q W, we 
conclude that there is a measurable function h(g) with 0 < h(g) < 1 a.e., 
such that o = lHiG h(g) o o ag dv( g). I 
The n-otivation for this study was largely provided by interest in 
W’ = oJCIG. A sufficient condition for its purity is given in 
THEOR?M 3.17. Let (a, G, a) be the (UHF, product type) C*-dynamical 
system described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Let w be a pure product state of 
with H(w) s G and H,(w) C_ G the stability and asymptotic stability groups 
for w, respectively. Suppose H(o) = H,(w). Then co’ = olflG is pure. 
Proof. Suppose p < UP is a positive linear functional on GslG. We define 
P; c3 to b: the unique G-invariant extensions of p, gG, respectively: setting 
I .= j, a,(x) dp( g) let 
p’(x) = p(f), vx E @, cqx) = WC(T), vx E a. 
Recalling Q(x) = (, o o a,(x) dp( g), uniqueness gives G(x) = W(x), as these 
states agree on a’. Since p < foG, note b(x) < (3(x) = W(x) = 
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I, * o a,(x) b(g) = JH,G w o a,(x) dv( g) and by Theorem 3.16 there is a 
function h(g) E M,(H\G) with 0 < h(g) < 1 a.e. such that 
p’x) = J h(g) OJ o a,(x) Wg). 
H\G 
But, Vx E 6i", 
P"(X) =P'(x) = j",G h(g)o 0 a,(x) dv(g) = i, h(g) 4x1 dv(g) 
= w(x) jH,G h(g) dv( g) = AWW, 
where O<I( 1. I 
We complete this section with a characterization of fi(Q’)“. 
THEOREM 3.18. Let r: M,(H\G) --t I?(a)” n @(Q!)’ as in Theorem 3.15. 
Let M,(H\G) be the complex, bounded a.e. functions on H\G and r the 
natural extension of r to M,(H\G). Then r is onto the center. 
Proof. Let Q be central with 0 <SF < I. Then Vx E @I, 
df,fi(xMf)< ~I?(x)f)=JH,~~~a~(~)dv(g) 
so that Theorems 3.16 and 3.15 give 
U fi(x) ‘?f I= I, h(g) ~oa,(Wv(g)= W%W-VOf) 
for some h E M,(H\G), 0 < h(g) < 1, a.e. It follows that SF = T(h), and since 
any element of the center is a (complex) linear combination of four positive 
elements between 0 and 1, r is onto. I 
4. UNITARY EQUIVALENCE 
In thi section we study the unitary equivalence problem for pure states WY, 
of which are restrictions of the pure product states described above. The 
necessary condition developed in Theorem 4.5 is based on the correspon- 
dence between accumulation points given in Lemma 4.4, and this will be 
used to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions in some special cases of 
interest. We begin by slightly modifying Definition 3.5, Lemmas 2.6 and 
3.10, and Proposition: 3.7 the projections ep E .9p are replaced here by the 
images y,(A) E A?,, of a fixed element A E 9, and associated central 
elements are again constructed. 
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LEMM.~ 4.1. Let 9, 9,,, y,, , and (a, G, a) be as in Section 2.1 and 2.2, 
o = @F:, cop-a pure product state of CII, CZ = JGm 0 a,dp(g) as in 
Section 2.4, (Z7, B’, f) the representation induced by cZ, and p E (9’*), an 
accumuhtion point of {w, 0 Y,,},“~ with IIwp,o yp,-pll+O as i-, co, as in 
Definitio I 3.5. Let A E 9 be fixed an set 
A(n) = +- ,$, Y,,(A) E GpI~ 
where y,:A) E BP is identtped with 
X(P-1) 
Then fi(,l(n)) converges strongly to an element T(A, p) E fi(@)” 17 n(Q)’ as 
n-too. 
ProoJ Note that llAk(n)ll Q IJA )I; now setting ap = I(A II-’ y,(A) we have 
I o(ai) - w(a,)‘I < 2 and suitable modifications of Lemma 3.6(i)-(v) are 
obtained, with A replacing E, in (iv) and -2 JIA II’/n and 2 IIA Ij2/n replacing 
0 and l/.ln in (v). Thus, following the calculation of Proposition 3.7, we find 
a (strong) limit T(A, p) = lim,,, A(n) E n(U)” n l?(a)‘. 1 
Likew se, repeating the induction argument of Lemma 3.10 gives 
LEMM,, 4.2. Let r,, (@,G,a), o, ~5, (fi,S,f), and T(A,p,) be as 
above, where pk is an accumuZation point for (cup 0 y,{,“=, , k = l,..., r. Let 
A, E 9, k = l,..., r, and suppose P is a polynomial in r variables. Then for 
allxEO;, we have 
= J H\G o o a,(x) P@, 0 Ad&A I),..., p, 0 Ad,(A,)) dy(g)v 
where H :s the stability subgroup for co, H/G is the right coset space, and v is 
the canor ical projection of normalized Haar measure. 
LEMMP 4.3. Let 9, .5Sp, y,, (CZ, G, a) be as above. Let w, = @,“=, w,,~, 
w2=0;=1~2,p be pure product states of (71 such, that co:, of are pure and 
~07 -U 0:) r.e., they induce unitarily equivalent representations. Let 
w,,@,,,;Fq,f,), oj2, (fi2,R2,f2), A,E.9, k= l,..., r, and P be as in 
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Lemma 4.2. Suppose that w,,~,~ 0 ~,,,,-)p,,~ and w~,~, 0 ypi -+p2,k for some 
fixed subsequences pi, and limit points pl,k, pZ.kv k = l,.“.., t. fhen 
df,~w(~,~P,,,L~ Wr,P,,r))fJ 
where T(A, p) is as in Lemma 4.1. 
Prooj Since WY -,, wf, b y [ 11, Corollary 81 there is a unitary u E 6TG 
such that w:(x) = w~(u*xu), Vx E UG, and replacing x by X= 
I, a,(x) dp( g) gives 6,(x) = r&(u*xu), Vx E CT. Now for any A E 9, set 
A,(n) = (l/n) xi=, Y,&O and note that fi,(A,(n)) 2 T(A, pj,k) strongly, 
k_= l,..., t and j = 1, 2, by Lemma 4.1. However, if nj(zn) -+ %$ E fij()” n 
nj(~)’ strongly as n + co for j = 1,2, we then have 
using the fact that ‘& is central, and the lemma follow. I 
A l-l correspondence between accumulation points is now obtained in 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 9, BP, yp, (a, G, a), ne as in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. 
Suppose w, = OF==, w~,~, w2 = @T=, w~,~ are pure product states of 0’ 
such that WY, 07 are pure and WY N,, WY. Then there is a l-l correspon- 
dence between the accumulation points of {w,., 0 y,},“=, and {w*,~ 0 y,},“,. 
Proof. We suppose w  ,,Pi o yPi + p, as i + co for some fixed subsequence 
(pi};“=, and now claim that there is a unique p2 such that wz,Pi 0 yP, +pz. 
Assume the contrary; then there are two or more accumulation points for the 
set (w~,~~ o yP,} 2,) and thus two disjoint sub-subsequences {pi,} and (pi,} 
with associated limit points a,, u2 E (9*), . Combining Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 
gives 
here we specialize to the case of a real polynomial in two variables and self- 
adjoint Y, , Y,, so that p o Ad,(Y) is real. Noting (Ad,(Y): g E H\G} is 
compact for fixed YE 9 and p Ad, is continuous, we may assume P is a 
polynomial in two variables on a compact subset K c IF?*, and it follows that 
the integral formula may be extended to real valued Bore1 functions on K. 
We then set Yj = Ej, where E, E 9 is the rank one projection satisfying 
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o,(E,) = 1, j = 1,2, and observe that VE > 0 there is a Bore1 function 
F,: K + ii? such that 
F,(Y,,Y~= 1, y1 +yz < 2 -E, 
= 0, otherwise. 
It follow; that 
i FE@, 0 Ad,@,), (~2 0 Ad,&)) dv(g) > 0 ff\G 
since FE : = F,(g) = 1 for all g in some neighborhood of the indentity element 
e E G; however if E is sufficiently small 
F,@ 0 Ad,W, P 0 Ad,(&)) ddg) = 0 
since u, .k az by hypothesis, and a contradiction is reached. Consequently, 
there is a unique p2 such that 02,Pi o yp,+p2 and a l-l correspondence 
between he accumulation points. 1 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (a, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system of product type 
as in Se,:tions 2.1 and 2.2, and w, = @I,“=, w,,~, w2 = @IF=, wzvp be pure 
product :‘tates of (3 such that ~7, WY are pure and coy wU co:. Then the 
following statements hold: 
(i) 3gEGsuch that II~o,,~-0~,~0a~II-‘Oasp-,oo, 
(ii) 3g E G such that gH,(w ,) g- ’ = H,(w,), 
where H, (co) E G is the asymptotic stability subgroup for o, as in Section 
2.7. 
Proof. Let S, = (P,,~: k = l,..., r} be a finite set of accumulation points 
for h., 0 Y,l,“,; by Lemma 4.4 there is a set S, = (P*,~: k = l,..., r} for 
h.P o yJ },“= , . Now Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 give 
! H\G 
Ph,, oAd,(Y,),...,p,,,oAd,(Y,))du(g) 
= 
! Ph., 0 ~d,(Y,)~.-~p,,, 0 Ad,(Yr)) dv(g), H\G 
and argu ng as in Lemma 4.4, we may extend this formula to real valued 
Bore1 furctions on a compact subset K c R’, provided Y, ,..., Y, are self- 
adjoint. Iikewise, for fixed E > 0, define a Bore1 function F,: K + R by the 
formula 
F,(Y 1,...,YJ = 1, cy,>r--, 
i=l 
= 0, otherwise, 
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and set F,(g) = F&i,, 0 Ad#,,i),...,~i,~ 0 Ad@,,,)); then F,(g) = 1 for all 
g in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the identity e E G, where E,,k is the 
rank one projection satisfying 
~,,k(E,,k) = 1, k = l,..., r. 
Extending the integral formula above to Bore1 functions, 
J F&P,,, 0 ~~,(E,,,)~-~P,,, 0 W4.J Wg) H\G 
we conclude 
consequently, there is a g = g, in G such that xi=, pr,k 0 Adg(El,k) > n - E 
and F&z,, 0 Ad,(E,,,h-,P,,k o Adg(E,,k)) = 1. Setting E = l/n, we obtain a 
sequence { g,},” , c G, and since G is compact, there is a limit point g,. 
Clearly, pZ,k o Adbo(E,,k) = 1, k = l,..., r which implies pi,k =Pr,k 0 Ad,,. 
Now if S, = {P,.,,--~ pl,,l is any nonempty finite set of accumulation points 
for (~4,~ 0 yp}gl, we set 
L(s,) = {g E G: p,,k 0 Ad, =&k, k = I,..., n), 
where S, = (p2,, ,..., p2,,} is the corresponding set for {w~,~ 0 y,},“=, and note 
that (1) L(S,) is closed, and (2) by the above argument, L(S,) is nonempty. 
Moreover, if S,,, and S,,, are any two nonempty finite sets of accumulation 
points for {w,,~ o y,)F=, we have 
V,,,) nJv,,2) = w,,, u w; 
thus such sets have the finite intersection property. It follows that there is a 
g, E G such that p, o Adp, =pz for every pair of corresponding accumulation 
points p1 and pz, and thus 
Ih,p o Yp -%,p o A&II = Ilqp - w2.p o ag,II + 0 
as p + co, arguing by contradiction: if not, there is an E > 0 and a subse- 
quence {pi};D=, such that [Iw~,~~ o y,, - c+ o ap, 0 y,J > E, and we could 
conclude l/p, -p2 o Ad,,l( > E. Finally, letting h E Z-Z,(o,) and p + co we 
observe 
lb-b o Yp - 0l.p o Yp o MII --* 0 
0 II%,p lJ Y/J o Ad,, - w2.p o rp o Adg,hll+ 0 
- IIw2 .p o Yp - w2.p o Yp o A&ng;LIl + 0, 
or 
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If o =: a,“=, wp is a pure product state of a, there is a corresponding set 
R of rar k one projections in 9 = M(n, C) associated with the accumulation 
points of {w, o r,},“=, in ($I’*), . If R is full in the sense that H,(o) G G 
contains only the identity element e E G, the unitary equivalence question for 
restricticns of such states to G?’ can be thrown back to Q, as Theorem 4.9 
will sholv. For this purpose, we gather two technical lemmas and a standard 
result. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let (a, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system of product type as 
in Secticms 2.1 and 2.2, and o be a pure product state of (2. Suppose 
j, o o a, dp( g) is central in the sense of Theorem 3.15 and 3.18. Then, for 
fixed u E aG, j, o o a,(u . u *) d,u( g) is also central. 
Proof. Since a,(u) = u, Vg E G, w  o a,(wru*) = UJ o Ad,(x), Vx E CI, 
where A&(x) = uxu *. Now repeating the calculations of Proposition 3.7 and 
Lemma .1.9 with o o Ad, and UN,(n) u_* replacing w  and N,(n), respectively, 
we obtai 1 central elements Tk(u, g) E ZI,(Q)“, where fi, is the representation 
induced 3y the latter integral. Moreover, as in the proof of Lemma 3.10, we 
find 
lim o o Ad, o a,(xa,,(u*N,(n) u)) 
n-a, 
= ii; w  o a,(uxu*a,,(N,(n))) = w  o Ad, o a,(x)p, o AdbE,( 
so that, :#. 10-3.18 may be repeated with w  o Ad,, fl,,, and Tk(u, g) replacing 
o, fi, and Tk( g), respectively. 1 
LEMM.~ 4.7. Let 2 < n E N and co,, co2 be pure states of M(n, C) with 
llw, - w: If= 2. Then VE > 0 there is a pure state (3, such that l(c3, - co, 11 < E 
and llc3, -q/J < 2. 
Proof. Since wI is pure, there is a unit vector fi E Cz such that 
w,(A) = ‘Jl, Afl), VA E M(n, C), i = I, 2. Now observe that if B E M(n, Cc) 
satisfies Bfl =f2, we have o,(A)= mI(B*AB) and w,(B) = (f,,f2); thus 
[ 18, Len ma 2.41 together with the hypothesis give 
2 = llq-qll= 2(1 - I(fJz)12)"2 * df,,f2)=0. 
Certainly, VE > 0 there is a unit vector $, such that I]$, -f, I( < s/2 and 
cf: ,f2) # 0. Letting 6, be the pure state associated with $, and noting 
(1 - lt.Tl f,>l'Y' < lI.z -fill, we conclude ]( 6, - o, )] < E. 1 
The Tlieorem 4.8 is an adaptation of some well-known results (see, e.g. [7, 
Theorem 4.1; 18, Lemma 2.51) designed for the situation at hand. 
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THEOREM 4.8. Let 6?J be a UHF C*-algebra as in Section 2.1, and Wi = 
0: 1 wi,p P roduct states of 6!, i = 1,2. Then the following statements hold: 
(9 a1 -” a*-= c,“=* Ilqp - w2,pl12 < 00, 
(ii) ](wr - w2]( = 2(1 -a)“*, where a = nF=, (1 - $ I[w,,~ - w2,,,l12). 
Proof. Considering w~,~ as a vector state in Cc* with associated cyclic 
vector fi,, , i= 1,2, we note that [ 18, Lemma 2.41 gives I]w,,~ - w~,~]I = 
w - Iul,p~f*,pI*Y*~ as in the proof of Lemma 4.7. A similar argument 
then yields ]](wr - w2) ] O,]] = 2(1 - ](F,, F,))*)“*, where F, = @i=lf,,p, 
i = 1, 2, and since ]] w, - w2]] = lim,,, ]](w, - w2) ] @,I), (ii) follows directly 
from the above equalities. Now by [4, Theorem 3.51 
WI* 02 * II@4 - w2) I CII = 2, Vn E N, 
where (XC, denotes the relative commutant of G?, in Q; setting 
@,!?I = @,“=,,I 9P and identifying this algebra with the obvious subalgebra 
in UC,, we observe that 
II@4 - w2) I Kll = pm II@4 - w2) I ~Pmlll 
and 
0 0 = fj ~(f,,p,f*,p)12 = fi (1 - a 1IWl.P - ~2.J’) 
p=1 p=l 
* -T IIw,,p - w2,pl12 = 009 
,=I 
giving (i), as pure states are either unitarily equivalent or disjoint. i 
Now with the aid of a measure-theoretic result by Mackey (see below), we 
finally obtain 
THEOREM 4.9. Let (GY, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system of product type 
as in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, and w, = @,“=, wlqp, w2 = @,“==, wzqp be pure 
product states of 0 such that WY, wf are pure. Suppose H,(w,) = (e), where 
e E G is the identity element. Then WY -” WY, 3gE G such that 
01 -I4 w20ag. 
Proof (a). First suppose WY -,, w  y; by [ 11, Corollary 81 there is a 
UEflG such that w~(wcu*) = w:(x), Vx E G?’ and thus, setting E= 
.fG a,(x) 44 g), we have 
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I 02 0 a,(x) dp( g) = c+(.f) = og<q = o~(ua4 *)G 
= co~(uxu*) = q(uxu*) 
= ! WI 0 ag(uxu*) b(g), VXEO. G 
By hyp’)thesis and Theorem 4.5, {e) = H,(w,) =gH,(wz)g-’ for some 
gE G so that H,(o,) = {e} and H,,(o& = H(w*) = {e). Thus, by Theorem 
3.17, JG o_~ o ag d,(g) is central in the sense of Theorem 3.15 and 3.18. 
Letting (17, AY,f) denote the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal representation induced 
by either itegral and S s G be an arbitrary ,u-measurable set, it follows from 
Theorem 3.15(i) and Lemma 4.6 that there are projections E”‘(S) and 
E’*‘(S) : atisfying 
I q 0 a,Wu*) 40) = (f, fi(x) E”‘(W) s 
and 
I m2 0 a,(x) Mg) = U fib) E’Wf), VxEed. -s 
Moreover, for any projection E E fi(Q)” n n(a)‘, Theorem 3.18 and 
Lemma 4.6 yield p-measurable sets S, and S2 such that E”‘(S,) = E = 
E@‘(S,). Noting ,u(S) = (f, E”‘(S)f), i = 1, 2, we have p(S) = 0 * 
E”‘(S) = 0, i = 1,2. Consequently, we may define a measure preserving map 
from the u-Boolean algebra of p-measurable sets modulo null sets in G by 
the form rla 
O(S,) = s,, 
where S : C_ G satisfies E”‘(S,) = E’*‘(S,), and S denotes the equivalence 
class as:*ociated with the set S c G. Now observe that the projections 
(E”‘(S): S c G is p-measurable} together with the unitaries { W,: g E G) of 
Lemma 3.9 form a system of imprimitivity (see [ 141): i.e., g+ W,* is 
strongly continuous and W,*E”‘(S) W, = E”‘(Sg-I), Vg E G; the same is 
true for .S(*‘(S). It then follows from [ 15, Theorem 51 that there is a point 
map 0: I! + G (under 0) defined everywhere except for a set N such that 
E(N) = C (and therefore is a p-null set) satisfying E”‘(S) = E”‘(B(S)) for all 
p-measurable sets S E G -N. Clearly, t9 is also measure preserving, and we 
find 
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Thuso,oAdUoag=ozoa B(gj a.e., and in particular, there is a fixed g, E G 
such that w,(ua,,(x) u*) = 02(a,,,,,(x)) or co1 0 ago(x) = ~2(~*ae~go~(x) u), 
Vx E @; [ 11, Corollary 81 then yields 
where g, = e( g,) g; ‘. 
(e). Conversely, suppose there is a fixed g, E G such that o, -,, w2 0 
a,,; it follows from Theorem 4.8(i) that J$YYi ]]o,,~ - w2,P o a8, ]I2 < co and 
thus ]]w,,~-w~,~ o ag]] = 2 for at most finitely many p E N. 
Now we modify oi slightly: set 6, = a,“==, w,,~ where e?,,, =o,,~ if 
II w*,p - 02.p o ag I] < 2 and, given any fixed E > 0, choose w,,~ as in 
Lemma4.7, otherwise. We will show WY -,, (37 -,, wf. Note that by [ 11, 
Corollary 91 it is enough to prove ]]wy - c37]] < 2 and ]I&: - wf]] < 2. 
Certainly, these are satisfied if I] w, - 6, I] < 2 and ]]c3, - w2(J < 2, and 
Theorem 4.8(ii) implies that the conditions 
2 Ib,,p-4.pl12 < * and f IIWLP -w2,poagl12 < ~0 
p=1 p=1 
are sufficient, using the standard infinite product result. However, the former 
follows from the construction of c3,, and the hypothesis together with 
Theorem 4.8(i) yield C,“= i ]I w,,~ - w2,p o agIl ( co which implies the latter, 
as c3,,, differs from w~,~ for at most finitely many p E iN. I 
5. Two EXAMPLES: ACTIONS OF U(1) AND SU(2) 
ON THE CAR ALGEBRA 
Here the focus is on some special cases: we set 9 = M(2, C), ~3~ z 9, 
Vp E N, 0, = @i= i .5Pp, and @ = U,, @,,, i.e., csl is the familiar (classe 2”) 
UHF algebra. As noted in Section 1, this algebra may be associated with the 
canonical anticommutation relations (CAR), or alternatively, a lattice of 
(spin = f) quantum mechanical ‘spins (see, e.g., [6, 201). In this spirit, we 
first examine the gauge automorphisms, which are recalled in 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let G=U(l) and 4kG3e’e+U,E9, where 
5%’ = M(2, Cc) and 
U,= 
[ 
p/2 0 
0 1 ,-ie/2 ’ 8 E (-9, n]. 
580/50/2-9 
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We defir.e gauge automorphisms 
(i) Ad, E Aut(9) by the formula 
Ad,(X) = U,XU& 
and 
(ii) a, E Aut(CPI) by the formula 
as in Sec:tion 2.2. 
In ‘Theorem 5.7, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for pure 
product states to restrict to pure states of the G = U(1) fixed point 
subalgebra described in Section 1. Although this result is essentially 
[4, Theo-em 5.171, the proof presented here uses the more general techniques 
of Sectic n 3 to obtain the associated subcentral decomposition (see Theorem 
5.6). WC begin with 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let a be the CAR algebra, G = U(l), a: G + Aut(@) 
the gauI e automorphisms of Definition 5.1, o = OF=, oP a pure product 
state of GZ, 6 = lc w  o ag C(g), and (fi, Z,f) the G-N-S representation 
induced by fi. For each p E N, let eP E 9P be the rank-one projection 
satisfyin; w,(e,,) = 1. We define elements S,, T, E @ and U,(t) E fi(@), 
Vn E N and c E I?, by the formulas 
0: S,= 2 (I-e,)EU,, 
p=1 
where eF E sP is identified with 
HP-l) 
( ii: T,=woa,(S,)-‘S,Efl,,, 
and 
( iii: U”(f) = fi(exp(ifT,,)) E fi(crl). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let (a, G, a) be as in DeJnition 5.2, f $” fled matrix units 
for gp, p E IN, 1 < i, j < 2, w = @,“=, wp a pure product state of a, 
A, = wp( f i{‘), ep E gp the rank-one projection satisfying o,(e,) = 1, and 
S, = C; =, (Z - e,,) as in 5.2. Then the following are equivalent: 
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(0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Proof: 
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Hz(w) c G = LI(1) is trivial, 
C,“J,(l -A&J= ao, 
0 0 a&s,) + cm as n -+ 03, ve E (-n, 0) u (0,7?]. 
First note that op 0 aO(x) = q,(n~xz+J, Vx E gp, where 
[ 
eiO/2 0 
u, = 
0 e - ItIf2 1 
E 4 
in matrix form. Now by [ 18, Lemma 2.41 
(Iwp - up 0 aelI = 2(1 - 1~,(~)12)“2, 
and straightforward calculation yields 
it follows from Theorem 4.8 that w  - uWoa,oC,m_l~~(l-~p)<OO.Thus 
H,(w) = {e) o C,“= r A,( 1 - A,) which is (i) * (ii). Similarly, w  0 a,@,) = 
C;=, 1 - w  o a,(e,) = 2( 1 - cos 0) C,“= 1 A.,( 1 - A,), and we conclude 
(ii) cs; (iii). I 
LEMMA 5.4. Let ((3, G,a), o, 6% @,Z’,f), S,, T,, and U”(t) be as in 
Definition 5.2. Suppose Hz(w) is trivial. Then, as n + co, U,,(t) tends to a 
strongly continuous one-paramleter group of unitaries U(t) in the center of 
r?(a) II. Moreover 
V; n(x) U(t)f) = (2~)~' 51% o o a,(x) erfsin*(e’2) dt? 
Proof. Using the method of calculation in the proof of Proposition 3.7, 
we find 
0 < w 0 a,(T,, T,,,) - w 0 a,(T,,) w o a,(T,J < o o a,(Sm)-‘, man 
and 
II(fiV’J - (fi(L))f II2 
= @(T,, - T,)‘) = (2~)~’ I* w 0 a,((T,, - T,,,)‘) de 
-x 
=A+B+C+D<ooa,(S,)-’ 
+woa,(S,)-‘+ooa,(S,)-‘+O+O 
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as n, m A co, using Lemma 5.3 and the hypothesis. Now for x E U,“=, G’, 
we obser1.e IlxT,, - T,xll+ 0 as n --) co, so that 
.“-“, fi(T,) ii(x)./-= I?(x) zqT,)J 
Consequently, 
= Il(exp(ifZ7(Tn - T,)) - I) fifth’ 
< t* Ilfi(T, - T,) n(x)fll* + 0 as n,m+co, 
making u ;e of the inequality I eiY - 1 I * < y* and the above observation. Now 
setting All - BA = [A, B]- we have 
f v-f,(t) fi(x) U”(t)*) 
= itU,(t)[fi(T,), fi(x>l_ U,(t), VXEQ, 
and the u ;ual integration yields, Vx E U,,, a,,, , 
II~c~~-~,~~~l-i(~~~,~~~*II~I~lII~~,~~l-ll~~ as n-rco, 
by a previous observation. Since U, G?,,, is dense in a, we conclude 
u(t) = Jlz u.(t) E zt!(U)ll n zT(LT)~, 
completing the first claim. To verify the integral formula, let x E U, a,,,, 
0 E (-z, I) U (0, a], and compute 
I w o ag(XeitT. _ xeit sinz(~/*)z)12 
,< 2w 0 a,(xx*) w  0 a,(1 - cos(t(T, - sin*(8/2) I))) 
< 2w 0 a,(xx*) w  0 a,((T, - sin*(8/2) Z)*) 
= 2w 0 a,(xx*)[w 0 a,(T:) - w  0 a&T,)‘] 
+O as n+co, 
using the identity w  o a,(T,) = sin*(8/2), our first inequality, and the fact 
that lim,_ m o o a,(.Y,)-’ = 0 by hypothesis. a 
LEMMA 5.5. Let (CZ, G, a), CU, C% = j, w  o ab b(g), and (fi,Z,f) be as 
in DejZn,tion 5.2. Suppose H*(W) is trivial. Then I, (0 0 ag d&g) is 
subcentra ’ in the sense of Theorem 3.15(ii). 
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ProoJ Letting U(t) be as in Lemma 5.4, the spectral theorem yields 
u(t) = (27q1 I”, eitYdE(y), and 5.4 shows the associated spectral 
projections are central in fi(02)“. Now let F(B,) be the spectral projection 
corresponding to the interval [-sin’(0,/2), sin*(0,/2)],-V0, E [_O, n], and 
V* be the unitary operator such that VJwf= m%t-af, 
0 < $ < < rr - 0,. Straightforward computation then gives 
u ax> V,~(@cJ v, !f> = df mL&N F(@,)f) 
Thus setting 
we have 
df, n(x) F(O,, 0,)f) = (2n) -’ j-1: w 0 se(x) d@ 
when --7c < 0, < 0, < K. It follows that disjoint Bore1 sets in the interval 
correspond to orthogonal central projections, and noting that Lebesque 
measure on the circle corresponds to Haar measure on U(l), [6, Lemma 
4.2.81 gives the subcentrality of (2n)-’ I”, w  o a, d0 and ], w  o ag dp( g) in 
the sense of Theorem 3.15(ii). 1 
Finally we have 
THEOREM 5.6. Let (a, G, a) be the C*-dynamical system ofproduct type 
associated with the gauge automorphisms of the CAR algebra as in 
Definition 5.2, and w = OF=, wp a pure product state of 0’. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) wG = w 1 QG is pure, 
(ii) H,(w) = H(w), 
(iii) C~=,Ilwp-wpoagl12=Oor coforsomeg#e, 
where e E G is the identity element, 
(iv) C~=,Ilwp-wp~agl12=Oor co, VgZe, 
(v) C,“=,&(l -A,)=0 or co, 
where I, = w,df:‘;‘) and the f if’ are fixed matrix units for .?Sp, Vp E N, 
1 < i, j Q 2. 
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ProoJ Identifying g = eie with 8, the proof of Lemma 5.3 shows 
C,“=, ]( wF - wP o all]’ = 8( 1 - cos 8) C,“=, A,( 1 - A,) yielding (iii) o (iv) o 
(v); moret)ver, we conclude 
H(w)=H,(w)={e}o q &(l--&)=a~, 
gl 
= G. = 0, 
which gives (ii) e(v). We show (i) S- (v) and (ii) =S (i). For (i) =E- (v) we 
assume tile sum is tinite; then letting N, = Ci=,f$, V,, = N, - o(N,) Z, 
and (ZZ,X,f) be the G-N-S representation induced by w, we may argue as 
in [3, 3.7.-3. lo] to conclude exp(iZZ(v,) t) converges strongly to a nontrivial 
element in the center of fi((ol)“. For (ii) =E- (i) there are two cases: 
Hz(a) = H(w) = G and Z-Z*(W) = {e) ; in the first instance o is gauge 
invariant, and wG is pure by [22, III. 1 ] or a direct extension argument. 
Finally, if Hz(w) = {e), Lemma 5.5 yields the subcentrality of 
d=J,w Ja,dp(g)=(27r)-‘J’C*woaBde; slightly modifying the 
argument: of [4, 6.13 and 6.161 we find both 
p<0*p=(2n)-IjX h,(e)woa,de 
--II 
with 0 & I!,(e) < 1 almost everywhere, and 
r<W5-i~8=(2n)-1Jn h,(e)woa,de 
--n 
=qaG=5= 
( 
(2x)-l fm h,(e)de W=AW 
I 1 
with 0 < ;. < 1, i.e., wG is pure. 1 
If WI, w2 are gauge-invariant pure product states (here H(w,) = 
H(w& = (;), the unitary equivalence problem for (pure) restrictions WY, wf 
was solved in [22, IV.1 and IV.21. If the states are not gauge-invariant, 
Theorem t.9 immediately yields 
THEOR~~M 5.7. Let (GI, G, a) be the F-dynamical system associated 
with the gauge automorphisms of the CAR as in Definition 5.1, 
Wl = o;:, Wl,P and w2 = O,"=, w2,p P ure product states of 12 such that WY, 
wf are pxre and H(o,) # G = U(1). Then wy w,, wf, VgE G such that 
WI -II w2 1 aB. 
Proof: It follows from the definition of H(w) that H(w,) # G = U( 1) 
gives H(o),) = (e) and the result is immediate from Theorem 4.9. 1 
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Remark 5.8 (Alternative notation for product states of the CAR). Given 
QJ=opm=lq, recall that oP is a state of g,, z M(2, C). Since the state 
space of M(2, C) may be identified with the solid, closed unit ball in iR3, we 
can write w  = wX, where X= {x,}:!, is a sequence of vectors in this ball, 
i.e., 
3 
x, = (x,1 9 xpz 3 $3) with Y- xi,< 1. 
1% 
In this form, the sum condition of Theorem 5.6(v) becomes 
c,“=, (1 - 43) = 0 or co. Similarly, setting o1 = wX, o2 = w,, 5.7 may be 
restated as wi -U cu: o 3M, E SO(3, I?) such that wX -,, wygy, where 
M, Y = {M, y,};! I . In this instance, M, corresponds to a rotation about the 
3 axis by angle 8. 
We now turn our attention to a particular action of SU(2) on the CAR 
algebra @, given by 
DEFINITION 5.9. Let G = SU(2) and @: G 3 g+ U, E 9, where 
9 = M(2, Cc) and 9 is the identity map. We define automorphisms 
(i) Ad, E Aut(g) by the formula 
Ad,(X) = U,XUf, 
and 
(ii) ag E Aut(U) by the formula 
co 
ag= @ a:,’ 
p=1 
as in Section 2.2. 
Once again, given a pure product state o on @, the aim is to develop 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the purity of the restriction 
gG = w  ] 6VG, and the unitary equivalence of two such (pure) restrictions. We 
will in fact rely on the U( 1) analysis above as a case by case approach 
emerges in Theorems 5.13 and 5.18. For the purity result, we make use of 
two technical lemmas, the first of which is a standard fact adapted to this 
setting. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let G be a compact Lie group, (02, G, a) a C*-dynamical 
system (see [la]), co a state of W, and 6 = IG w o a, 9(g) with y normalized 
Haar measure on G. Then if H E G is a compact Lie subgroup, we have 
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where g C! qG, h E H, (I is the normalized Haar measure on H, and v is the 
canonica, projection of p on H\G. 
Proof Since o and a are continuous, G, H compact, and G is a fiber 
bundle ol’er H\G with compact fiber H, this result foliows from the proof of 
Fubini’s I heorem and the fact that the measures ,u and v x o are equal. 1 
LEMMA. 5.11. Let (a, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system of product type as 
in Sectio? 2.2, and o a pure product state of 135 Following the notation of 
Lemma ,2.10, let 
(3= 
j ,  
0 
,G 6, * o ah8 Wh) W d = jH 
0 
,c 5, W d, 
where r, = I,, w o ah8 do(h) and H, = H,(o). Suppose p < ti: then there are 
positive linear functionals pg for v-almost all g E H,\G such that 
P = J&,q-Wd and pg < r,. 
Proof Let p<kj HO,G rg dv( g) and (fi, 2, f) the representation 
induced I)y ti. Combining Lemma 3.14 and the argument in the proof of 
Theorem 3.15 extending r, we find a central projection E(S) in B(a)” for 
each v-mc:asurable set S c H,,\G; moreover, I Ho\G rg dv(g) is subcentral in the 
sense of 3.15(ii) by [6, Lemma 4.2.81. Now let w,(x) = df, n(x)E(S)f); 
since p < 0, Dye’s lemma gives a positive operator C such that 
0 < C Q 1, and hence a positive functional ps < ws defined by the formula 
pS(x) = CI I?(x) E(S) Cf). We shall show that, given a sequence of v- 
measurab le sets S, , g \ ( g\ E H\G (i.e., which contain g, with measures 
decreasinl: to zero), lirnndm v(S,J-’ p,(x) exists for all x E Q, where 
Pn=Ps ' To see this, first note that for fixed x = y*y > 0, ps(x) defines a 
measur?on H,\G which is absolutely continuous with respect to v; in fact 
(f,n(x)E(S)f)=(~(Y)f,E(S) ~(Y)fMlYll%~(~)f) 
= II-4 VW 
using the centrality of E(S) and the formula dr; E(S) D(x) f) = js rg(x) dv( g). 
By the Radon-Nikodyn theorem, there is a function h, on H,,\G, 
0 G h,(g) < II , x , such that ps(x) = js h,(g) dv(g); since ps < ws it follows II 
that h,( g ) Q r&x) v-almost everywhere. Consequently, 
p,(x) = $I v(S,.J’ P,(X) G f&) 
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exists on the complement of a set of measure zero, and choosing a countable 
dense set (xk}& in @+ = {x E f3’: x > 0) which contains a spanning set for 
each a,, we find p&x& exists k E N on the complement of a measure zero 
set. It is easy to see that pp is linear and pg ] a,, > 0, Vn E N, so that p may 
be extended to a positive linear functional on 02 satisfying 0 <p,(x) < t,(x) 
v-almost everywhere, and p = (h,,,o pg dv( g). 1 
LEMMA 5.12. Let 0 = U, GY, be the CAR algebra, a,,, z @,“=, .Z8p, 
yr: 9 + 9, the isomorphisms identifying .5Sp with 9 = M(2, @), and 
w = @,“, wp a pure product state of Gpl. Then 
.z(w,E) = 5 wp o Yp(W - wp o Y,(E)) 
p=1 
diverges for all rank-one projections E E 9, with the possible exception of 
exactly two such projections of the form F, I - F. 
Proof. Let ep E ~3’~ be the rank-one projection such that wp(ep) = 1; the 
sequence y;‘(e,) has an accumulation point FE ~3, with F a rank-one 
projection. Note that if F’ #F and F’ # I-F, for some E > 0 there is an 
NE N, such that 
wp 0 Y,(FW - wp 0 Y,(F’N > ~3 VP> W 
so that C(w, F’) diverges. Since Z(o, F) = C(w, I - F), we have exactly two 
exceptions if and only if this sum converges. m 
Now combining the above results with those of [ 191 we obtain 
THEOREM 5.13. Let (0’, G, a) be the C*-dynamical system of product 
type associated with the SU(2) automorphisms of the CAR algebra as in 
Definition 5.9. Let yp: 5?p --t 9 = M(2, C) as in Lemma 5.12, UI = a,“=, w, 
be a pure product state of G7, and C(w, A) = C,“=, cop 0 y,(A)( 1 - wp o y,(A)), 
VA E 9. Then me = w 1 QG is pure if and only if Z(w, E) = 0 or 00 for all 
rank-one projections E E 9. Moreover, tf F is a rank-one projection 
corresponding to any one accumulation point of (w, 0 yp/Fzl, wG is pure tf 
and only tf C(w, F) = 0 or 00. 
Proof I f  there is a rank-one projection FE 3 such that 
0 ( Z(w, F) < co, it follows from [ 19, Theorem 4.11 that wG is not pure; we 
must show that the sum conditions imply the purity of wG. To this end, note 
that Lemma 5.12 gives us two possibilities: either z;‘(w, E) = co, V rank-one 
projections E E 9, or there is a rank-one projection FE 9 such that 
Z(w, F) = Z(w, I - F) = 0 and Z(w, E) = co, otherwise. In the second 
instance, note that Z(w, F) = 0 =S wp o y,(F) = 0 or 1, Vp E N a- H(w) = 
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H,(o)x U(l)=MP is pure by Theorem 3.17. Now if X(0, E) always 
diverges, there are two subcases: Z-Z(w) = H,(w) = {e) (i.e., at least two 
accumulc tion points corresponding to nonorthogonal projections) and 
H(o) = Zf,(w) z U(1) (i.e., slow accumulation to a single F or an 
orthogon il pair F, Z - F). Since Theorem 3.17 again gives the purify of mG 
in the first subcase, we need only argue the second. For this purpose, 
suppose p < cuG. Then by G-averaging we have I, p 0 ag Q(g) = p< 
cij = jG o o ag <p(g) and it follows from Lemma 5.10 that p = jHoiG ~.i# dv( g) 
with pg < 7, = JHo w  o a,,* do(h) for v-almost all g E H,\G. Now for any fixed 
represent itive in G of the coset g E H,\G we have p8 Q 7g = 
CT,, w  o L’,, da(h)) o a,- and pg 0 ad < I, o 0 a, do(h). 
Thus, choosing matrix units f ij (pf for BP%.9 =M(2, C) such that 
fg’ = y,(F), the divergence of C(w, F) together with the proof of Lemma 5.3 
give H,(c)) n H,(w) = (e), and similarly Lemma 5.5. yields the subcentrality 
of the integral over Ho. Then, repeating the proof of [4, Theorem 6.131, we 
find pg o ai -‘= (Hof(h) w  o a,, &r(h) with 0 <f(h) < 1 for u-almost all h, 
and 
It follow: that 
with 0 < I < 1, i.e., cuG is pure. Finally, if F E 9 is any rank-one projection 
correspor ding to an accumulation point of (cup o y,},“=, , the above 
arguments together with Lemma 5.11 show that we need only check that 
C(o, F) =: 0 or co to infer the purity of uG. 1 
Remark 5.14. As in Theorem 5.7, we may rewrite the equivalent 
condition for purity in the wX, 0: notation, X= {x,},“,, xp E IR3 and 
Ixpl= 1; we find w: is pure o~~~,~x,--s~*~xp+sJ2=0 or co, VsEIR’ 
with IsI =: 1. 
We nc w  turn our attention to the question of unitary equivalence for 
(pure) re:;trictions, as before. First we give 
DEFINITION 5.15. Let w  = @,“=, op be a pure product state of the CAR 
algebra C?, and y,: gp + 9 = M(2, C) as above. We say w  is sharp with 
respect tc, a rank-one projection FE 9 if cop 0 y,(F) = 0 or 1 Vp E N, or 
equivalently Z(w, F) = C,“=, cop 0 y,(F)( 1 - wp 0 y,(F)) = 0. 
Now v’e have 
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PROPOSITION 5.16. Let (67, G, a) be the C*-dynamical system of 
Theorem 5.13, with o, = @,“=, o,,r, w2 = @,“= , wz,r pure product states of 
CPI such that w, -,, w2 and ~7, wt are pure. Suppose FE 9 is a rank-one 
projection. Then w, is sharp with respect to F tf and only tfw, is, and in this 
instance we have w,,~ = ozVg with at most finitely many exceptions. 
Proof By symmetry it is sufftcient to assume cu, is sharp with respect to 
F (i.e., .Z(w,, F) = 0) and prove both conclusions; since OF is assumed pure, 
it follows from [ 19, Theorem 4.11 that Z(w,, F) = 0 or co. We show the 
latter sum is finite, hence zero. To this end, note that 
Ilw,,p - w2,pll= 2(1 - 02.p 0 Y,(F))“~, if w  1.p 0 Y,(F) = 1, 
= 2(1 - q,Jl- r,(F)))"', if w,,, 0 Y,(F) = 0, 
e.g., converting o~,~, w2,P to vector states and using the formula given in the 
proof of Theorem 4.8. Now 4.8(i), the hypothesis w, -,, w2, and the above 
equality yield 
2 q 0 Y,(F)U - 02 0 Y,(F)) < $ -? Ilqp - ~2,p112 < * 
p=1 PEil 
since 0 < w2,p o y,(F) < 1 and likewise for 1 - w2,P o y,(F). As above, we 
conclude Z(w,, F) = 0, i.e., o2 is sharp with respect to F so that 
w2,p 0 Y,(F) = 0 or 1, Vp E M. Finally, if o,,,# w~,~, we would infer 
bJ1,p - w2,pll = 2 using the above equality, and Theorem 4.8(i) implies there 
are only finitely many such p E N, since w, mu w2. I 
LEMMA 5.17. Let (a, G, a) be the C*-dynamical system of Theorem 
5.13, w,, w2 pure product states of a, and tl = (,, w, 0 a,, do(h) for i = 1,2. 
Suppose H,,(w,) = H,(w,) z U(l), and that the sequences (or,,, 0 y,},“=, 
have the same accumulation points for i = 1,2. Then WY -,, wf = 3u E 0’ 
such that 51 -,, r2(u* . u). 
Proof. Since WY -” w:, there is a u E aG such that w:(x) = &u*xu), 
Vx E @‘, and it follows that cGr(x) = c2(u*xu), Vx E CT/, where 
at= JG wt 0 ag &(g) =io,G I,, Wi o ahg Wh) dv(g) 
= 
I 
r1 0 a8 dv( g), i= 1,2. 
Ho\G 
Combining these equations we have 
6, = lH \G rl 0 ag h(g) = j r2 0 a&u* . u) dv(g); 
0 HO\G 
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now arguing as in Lemma 5.11, we find central projections E,(S) E r?,(a)” 
for each v-measurable set S s H,\G such that 
(fi 3 n,(x) E,(W) = J, 7i 0 a,(x) du( g), vx E R, 
where (A?~, &,fi) is the representation induced by tii, i = 1,2. Moreover, 
Proposit .on 3.7, the proof of Lemma 3.10, Definition 3.11, and Lemma 3.14 
show tltat the central projections constructed depend only on the 
accumul ition points associated with the product state 0,; thus using the fact 
that the accumulation points of the two states are identical, together with a 
modified version of the argument for Lemma 4.6, we find 
u-l 3 fi,ww)f,) = J, 71 o a,(x) 4d = i, 72 o qu*x4 Wgh 
Vx E GZ. Since S s H,,\G is an arbitrary v-measurable set, it follows that 
7, o a&x I = 72 o a&u*xu) = 72 o /I o a,(x) for v-almost all g E H,\G, setting 
p(x) = u kx~, and noting u E @. In particular, there is one g E H,\G for 
which this equation holds, and we conclude 
71 = 72 0 /3 = 7*(u * u*). I 
We ar: now prepared for 
THEOI.EM 5.18. Let ((3, G, a) be the C*-dynamical system associated 
with the SU(2) automorphisms of the CAR algebra as in Definition 5.9, and 
WI = c$r, WI&, 02 = @pm, wzJJ P ure product states of a such that ~7, of 
are pure. Then if o, is not sharp, we have 
6) 4 MU wf o 3g E G such that o, wU w2 0 a,; 
alternatillely, if o, is sharp with respect to F, we have 
(ii) 0~7 wU ~7 o 3g E G such that w, N,, co2 0 up and 
-G k4.p 
*iI 
0 r,(F) - W2.p 0 ~p(F)l= 0. 
Proof (x=). (i) Given g E G such that w, -,, w2 o czg, the proof of 
Theorem 4.9(e) yields WY -U wf. 
(ii) Given w, is sharp with respect to F and g E G such that 
01 -u w2 o ag, Proposition 5.16 shows w2 is also sharp with respect to F and 
W 1.p = W!,p for all but finitely many p E N. Now the hypothesis that the 
indicated sum vanishes certainly implies that there are an equal number of 
+l and --1 terms; since there are finitely many we may straightforwardly 
produce a permutation unitary u E @ which exchanges them. Hence 
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w,(u * u*) = o2 o a&.) and oy(u . u*) = wF(.), G-averaging the first 
equation to obtain the second, and it follows from [ 11, Corollary 81 that 
(a). Before dividing into subcases, we note that if H,(w ,) = {e) we are 
done by Theorem 4.9; hence we need only consider the case Z-Z,(o,) z U(1). 
Moreover, since we assume ~7 -,, O$ in both cases, Theorem 4.5 shows 
there is a g, E G which matches accumulation points; as (0, 0 agJG = oy, if 
we show w, o ag -,, w2 for some g E G, we have our conclusion, or part of it. 
Thus we may assume g, = e (without loss of generality) in the relevant 
arguments. 
(i) Suppose CO:-,oy, 0, is not sharp, and (without loss of 
generality) F is a rank-one projection invariant under H,(o,) = H,(o,) z 
U(1). Since 07 is pure by hypothesis, we conclude C(o, , F) = 03, as 
nonzero convergence (resp. vanishing) of the sum implies OJ~ is not pure 
(resp. w, is sharp) from [ 19, Theorem 4.11 and the definitions. Setting 
H,(w,) = H, we have ty = or0 (i.e., ri ) flHo = wi ] OH”) i = 1, 2, with ri as 
in Lemma 5.17, and this lemma shows r, = r2(u* . u) for some u E flG. Now 
notice that the divergence of ,E(w,, F) together with Theorem 5.6 imply that 
WY is pure: simply choose matrix unitsfjf’ for gp such that fi:’ = y,(F). It 
follows that tp, i = 1, 2, are pure and ry-, r? i.e., CL)?-,, ~7. Finally, 
Remark 5.8 yields an h E H, such that w, o ah -U w2, which is the desired 
result. 
(ii) Suppose WY wU WY and o, is sharp with respect to F; again we 
may assume the sequences (oi o y,},“, , have the same accumulation points, 
i = 1,2, and note H(w,) = H,(w,) = H,(o,) z U( 1). It follows from Lemma 
5.17 that wI = r, = rZ(u* . U) and hence rZ is pure. We then conclude w2 is 
invariant under Z-Z,(o,): otherwise, H(w2) is trivial and by Theorem 5.6 
Wo,) = H,(o,), h ence Lemma 5.4 yields (nontrivial) central elements in the 
representation induced by r2. Thus r2 = w2, w, = o+(u* . u), o, -,, 02, and 
by Proposition 5.16, wZ is sharp with respect to F as well. Moreover, the 
same lemma shows w,,~ = w*,~ for all but finitely many p E N. Now [ 19, 
Theorem 5.41 shows that ~7 -,, CO: implies w, and w2 are related by a 
permutation on the indices; it follows that there are an equal number of +l 
and -1 terms in the indicated sum, i.e., 
E Iw1.p 0 y,(F) - wz,p 0 Y,(F) I= 0. 
p=1 
Repeating this argument for g, # e replaces wz,p with w~,~ 0 agO, givig the 
desired result. 1 
We conclude with 
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Remark 5.19. In the w, = ox, w, = wy notation discussed above, the 
equivalent condition (i) becomes: WE SO(3, R) such that wx -U wyy, 
where I 4Y = {My,}~?, . Similarly (ii) becomes the preceding condition 
together with C,“=, (xP - My,) = 0 (as a vector sum). 
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